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the coauthors of this theoretically innovative work explore the relationships among anthropological
fieldwork museum collecting and display and social governance in the early twentieth century in
australia britain france new zealand and the united states with case studies ranging from the mus�e de l
homme s 1930s fieldwork missions in french indo china to the influence of franz boas s culture concept on
the development of american museums the authors illuminate recent debates about postwar forms of
multicultural governance cultural conceptions of difference and postcolonial policy and practice in
museums collecting ordering governing is essential reading for scholars and students of anthropology
museum studies cultural studies and indigenous studies as well as museum and heritage professionals by
assembling original ethnographically grounded research in legislatures executives and bureaucracies this
volume illuminates and unpacks the structures practices and values of government actors in local
regional and national contexts few perspectives have invigorated the development of critical museum
studies over the late twentieth and early twenty first centuries as much as foucault s account of the
relations between knowledge and power and their role in processes of governing within this literature
tony bennett s work stands out as having marked a series of strategic engagements with foucault s
work to offer a critical genealogy of the public museum offering an account of its nineteenth century and
early twentieth century development that has been constantly alert to the politics of museums in the
present museums power knowledge brings together new research with a set of essays initially published in
diverse contexts making available for the first time the full range of bennett s critical museology ranging
across natural history anthropological art geological and history museums and their precursors in
earlier collecting institutions and spanning the eighteenth to the twenty first centuries in discussing
museum practices in britain australia the usa france and japan it offers a compelling account of the
shifting political logics of museums over the modern period as a collection that aims to bring together
the signature work of a museum theorist and historian whose work has long occupied a distinctive place
in museum society debates museums power knowledge will be of interest to researchers teachers and
students working in the fields of museum and heritage studies cultural history cultural studies and
sociology as well as museum professionals and museum visitors the increasing significance of managing or
changing habits is evident across a range of pressing contemporary issues climate change waste
management travel practices and crowd control assembling and governing habits engages with the diverse
ways in which habits are governed through the knowledge practices and technologies that have been
brought to bear on them the volume addresses three main concerns the first focuses on how the habit
discourses proposed by a range of disciplines have informed the ways in which different forms of expertise
have shaped the ways in which habits have been managed or changed to bring about specific social
objectives the second concerns the ways in which habits are acted on as aspects of infrastructures
which constitute the interfaces through which technical systems human conducts and environments are
acted on simultaneously the third concerns the specific ways in which habit discourses and habit
infrastructures are brought together in the regulation of city habits that is habits which have specific
qualities arising out of the specific conditions the rhythms and densities of urban life and ones which in the
wake of the covid 19 pandemic have been profoundly disrupted written in a clear and direct style the book
will appeal to students and scholars with an interest in cultural studies sociology cultural
geography history of the sciences and posthuman studies arguing that policy has become an increasingly
central concept and instrument in the organisation of contemporary societies and that it now impinges on
all areas of life so that it is virtually impossible to ignore or escape its influence this book argues that
the study of policy leads straight into issues at the heart of anthropology a classic resource in the
modern study of the anthropology of law this book is now widely available again in an updated and
expanded edition there are many societies that survive in a remarkably orderly fashion without the help of
judges law courts and policemen they are small in scale and have relatively simple technologies lacking
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those centralized agencies which we associate with legal systems yet early anthropologists did not
hesitate to name law along with kinship politics and religion as one of the facets of their subject simon
roberts contends however that legal theory has become too closely identified with our own
arrangements in western societies to be of much help in cross cultural studies of order but conversely by
looking at the ways in which other societies keep order and solve disputes he sheds valuable light on the
contemporary debates about order in our own society in a straightforward text which will be accessible
to the general reader and anthropologist alike now in its second edition with a new foreword and
afterword by the author this renowned introduction to the anthropology of law is part of the classics
of law society series from quid pro books this book argues that policy has become an increasingly
central concept in the organisation of contemporary societies and that it now impinges on all areas of
life so that it is virtually impossible to ignore or escape its influence anchored in an empirically grounded
anthropology this book explores the notion of governance in a non normative way it describes and
analyses the institutional and political processes through which social actors and groups be they
state private or third sector contribute to the provision of public and collective goods or services the
book draws on case studies from anglophone and francophone africa crossing anthropological
traditions that have too often evolved in parallel directions and dealing with a range of topics such as
health water supply sanitation and waste management security humanitarian aid land issues and
decentralisation beyond african boundaries it contributes to current debates about governmentality
public policy subject making public private boundaries and the role of the state the disobedient museum
writing at the edge aims to motivate disciplinary thinking to reimagine writing about museums as an
activity where resistant forms of thinking seeing feeling and acting can be produced and to theorize this
process as a form of protest against disciplinary stagnation drawing on a range of cultural theoretical
and political approaches kylie message examines potential links between methods of critique today and
moments of historical and disciplinary crisis and asks what contribution museums might make to these
either as direct actors or through activities that sit more comfortably within their institutional remit
identifying the process of writing about museums as a form of activism that brings together and
elaborates on cultural and political agendas for change the book explores how a process of engaged
critique might benefit museum studies what this critique might look like and how museum studies might make
a contribution to discourses of social and political change the disobedient museum is the first volume in
routledge s innovative museums in focus series and will be of great interest to scholars and students in
the fields of museum heritage public history and cultural studies it should also be essential reading for
museum practitioners particularly those engaged with questions about the role of museums in regard to
social activism and contentious contemporary challenges exploring materiality and connectivity in
anthropology and beyond provides a new look at the old anthropological concern with materiality and
connectivity it understands materiality not as defined property of some thing nor does it take
connectivity as merely a relation between discrete entities somewhat akin to heisenberg s uncertainty
principle it sees materiality and connectivity as two interrelated modes in which an entity is or more
precisely is becoming in the world the question thus is how these two modes of becoming relate and fold
into each other throughout the four year research process that led to this book the authors
approached this question not just from a theoretical perspective taking the suggestion of thinking
through things literally and methodologically seriously the first two workshops were dedicated to
practical hands on exercises working with things from these workshops a series of installations emerged
straddling the boundaries of art and academia these installations served as artistic academic
interventions during the final symposium and are featured alongside the other academic contributions to
this volume throughout this process two main themes emerged and structure part ii movement and growth
and part iii dissolution and traces of the present volume respectively part i conceptual grounds consists
of two chapters offering conceptual takes on things and ties one from anthropology and one from
archaeology as interrelated modes of becoming materiality and connectivity make it necessary to
coalesce things and ties into thing ties an insight toward which the chapters and interventions came from
different sides and one in which the initial proposition of the editors still shines through throughout the
pages of this volume we invite the reader to travel beyond imaginaries of a universe of separate planets
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united by connections and to venture with us instead into the thicket of thing ties in which we live the
routledge companion to media anthropology provides a broad overview of the widening and flourishing
area of media anthropology and outlines key themes debates and emerging directions the routledge
companion to media anthropology draws together the work of scholars from across the globe with rich
ethnographic studies that address a wide range of media practices and forms comprising 41 chapters by a
team of international contributors the companion is divided into three parts histories approaches
thematic considerations the chapters offer wide ranging explorations of how forms of mediation influence
communication social relationships cultural practices participation and social change as well as
production and access to information and knowledge this volume considers new developments and
highlights the ways in which anthropology can contribute to the study of the human condition and the
social processes in which media are entangled this is an indispensable teaching resource for advanced
undergraduate and postgraduate students and an essential text for scholars working across the areas
that media anthropology engages with including anthropology sociology media and cultural studies
internet and communication studies and science and technology studies pragmatic imagination and the new
museum anthropology shifts museum anthropology s relationship to the broader field from marginal to
central by revealing the sophisticated transdisciplinary praxis theory practice at the heart of current
museum anthropologies the book features international case studies that operate at the interfaces of
critical museology anthropology material culture studies art practice and more the theory of
pragmatics proposes that meaning making is collaborative and best evaluated through its impact in the
world collectively the chapters in this volume evidence a pragmatic imagination at work as museum
anthropology practitioners ingeniously combine inventiveness the possible and practicality the actual in
ways that drive the field forward defining museum anthropology as a pragmatic practice explicitly
theorizes this work in order to mark its significance demystify its processes of knowledge production
connect it more readily to debates within and beyond anthropology and facilitate critique dioramen
bewegen sich im grenzbereich verschiedener disziplinen sie wurden im 19 jahrhundert im zuge von reformen
eingef�hrt die die p�dagogische dimension der museen weiterentwickelten dioramen mit menschlichen figuren
sind heute scharfer kritik ausgesetzt dieses buch untersucht die anthropologischen dioramen zweier
nordamerikanischer museen des fr�hen 20 jahrhunderts des american museum of natural history new york
und des new york state museum albany no�mie etienne analysiert die arbeit der k�nstler und
wissenschaftler die die dioramen anfertigten und zeigt dass dioramen als mittel der wissenserzeugung und
vermittlung eine geschichte erz�hlen die immer politisch ist innerhalb des museums k�nnen sie visionen des
andersseins und der abstammung erschaffen die es kritisch zu betrachten gilt ianthropology of policy
argues that policy has become an increasingly central organizing principle in contemporary societies
shaping the way we live act and think this book shows how anthropological approaches to policy can
provide insights into a range of contemporary issues from equal opportunities to health care from aids
to housing policies despite the importance of policy as a key institution of modern society it remains
curiously under theorized and lacking in critical analysis in questioning and explaining policys language
and its links with power the contributors challenge the accepted notion of policy as rational and
progressively linear and pave the way for further research this title available in ebook format here for
more information visit our ebookstore at why do contemporary art curators define their work as
ethnography how can curation illuminate the practice of contemporary anthropology does
anthropology risk disappearing as a specific discipline within the general model of the curatorial the
anthropologist as curator collects together the research of international scholars working at the
intersection of anthropology and contemporary art in order to explore these questions the essays in the
book challenge what it means to do ethnographic work as well as the very definition of the discipline of
anthropology in confrontation with the model of the curatorial the contributors examine these ideas
from a variety of angles and the book includes perspectives from anthropologists who have set up their
own exhibitions those who have conducted fieldwork on the arts including participatory practices
digital images and sound and contributors who are currently working in a curatorial capacity at a
museum with case studies from the usa canada germany brazil mexico india and japan the book represents an
international perspective and is relevant to students and scholars of anthropology contemporary art
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museum studies curatorial studies and heritage studies the thoroughly revised and updated second edition
of the routledge handbook of cultural sociology provides an unparalleled overview of sociological
and related scholarship on the complex relations of culture to social structures and everyday life with
70 essays written by scholars from around the world the book brings diverse approaches into dialogue
charting new pathways for understanding culture in our global era short accessible chapters by
contributing authors address classic questions emergent issues and new scholarship on topics ranging
from cultural and social theory to politics and the state social stratification identity community
aesthetics and social and cultural movements in addition contributors explore developments central to
the constitution and reproduction of culture such as power technology and the organization of work
this handbook is essential reading for undergraduate and postgraduate students interested in a wide
range of subfields within sociology as well as cultural studies media and communication and
postcolonial theory the material subject emphasises how bodily and material cultures combine to make
and transform subjects dynamically the book is based on the french mati�re � penser map school of
thought which draws upon the ideas of mauss schilder foucault and bourdieu among others to enhance
the anthropological study of embodiment practices techniques materiality and power through
theoretical sophistication and empirical field research case studies from europe africa and asia bring map s
ideas into dialogue with other strands of material culture studies in the english speaking world these
studies mediate different scales of engagement through a sensori motor affective and cognitive focus on
practices of making and doing examples range from the precarity of professional divers in french public
works to the gendered subjectivity of female carpet weavers in morocco from the ways swiss
watchmakers transmit craft knowledge to how hindu devotees in india make efficacious use of altars and
from the enskilment of paiwan indigenous people in taiwan to the prestige of women s wild silk wrappers in
burkina faso the chapters are organised according to domains of practice defined as matter of work and
technology heritage politics religion and knowledge scholars and students with an interest in material
culture will gain valuable access to global research rooted in a specific intellectual tradition modern
perceptions of race across much of the global south are indebted to the brazilian social scientist
gilberto freyre who in works such as the masters and the slaves claimed that portuguese colonialism
produced exceptionally benign and tolerant race relations this volume radically reinterprets freyre s
luso tropicalist arguments and critically engages with the historical complexity of racial concepts and
practices in the portuguese speaking world encompassing brazil as well as portuguese speaking societies in
africa asia and even portugal itself it places an interdisciplinary group of scholars in conversation to
challenge the conventional understanding of twentieth century racialization proffering new insights into
such controversial topics as human plasticity racial amalgamation and the tropes and proxies of
whiteness fields capitals habitus provides an insightful analysis of the relations between culture and
society in contemporary australia presenting the findings of a detailed national survey of australian
cultural tastes and practices it demonstrates the pivotal significance of the role culture plays at the
intersections of a range of social divisions and inequalities between classes age cohorts ethnicities
genders city and country and the relations between indigenous and non indigenous australians the book
looks first at how social divisions inform the ways in which australians from different social
backgrounds and positions engage with the genres institutions and particular works of culture and
cultural figures across six cultural fields the visual arts literature music heritage television and
sport it then examines how australians cultural preferences across these fields interact within the
australian space of lifestyles the close attention paid to class here includes an engagement with role of
middlebrow cultures in australia and the role played by new forms of indigenous cultural capital in the
emergence of an indigenous middle class the rich survey data is complemented throughout by in depth
qualitative data provided by interviews with survey participants these are discussed more closely in the
final part of the book which explores the gendered political personal and community associations of
cultural tastes across australia s anglo celtic italian lebanese chinese and indian populations the
distinctive ethical issues associated with how australians relate to indigenous culture are also
examined in the light it throws on the formations of cultural capital in a multicultural settler
colonial society fields capitals habitus makes a landmark contribution to cultural capital research
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staging indigenous heritage examines the cultural politics of four indigenous cultural villages in
malaysia demonstrating that such villages are often beset with the politics of brokerage and
representation the book shows that this reinforces a culture of dependency on the brokers by critically
examining the relationship between indigenous tourism and development through the establishment of
indigenous cultural villages the book addresses the complexities of adopting the culture for development
paradigm as a developmental strategy demonstrating that the opportunities for self representation and
self determination can become entwined with the politics of brokerage and the contradictory dualism of
culture it becomes clear that this can both facilitate and compromise their intended outcomes challenging
the simplistic conceptualisation of indigenous communities as harmonious and unified wholes the book
shows how indigenous cultures are actively forged struggled over and negotiated in contemporary
malaysia confronting the largely positive rhetoric in current discourses on the benefits of community
based cultural projects staging indigenous heritage should be essential reading for academics and
students in the fields of museum studies cultural heritage studies indigenous studies development studies
tourism anthropology and geography the book should also be of interest to museum and heritage
professionals around the world weaving europe crafting the museum delves into the history and the
changing material culture in europe through the stories of a basket a carpet a waistcoat a uniform and
a dress the focus on the objects from the collection of the museum of european cultures in berlin offers
an innovative and challenging way of understanding textile culture and museums the book shows that
textiles can be simultaneously used as the material object of research and as a lens through which we
can view museums in doing so the book fills a major gap by placing textile knowledge back into the museum
each chapter focuses on one object story and can be read individually swooping from 19th century wax
figure cabinets nazi era collections cold war exhibitions in east and west berlin and institutional
reshuffling after german unification it reveals the dramatically changing story of the museum and its
collection based on research with museum curators makers and users of the textiles in italy and germany
poland and romania the book provides intimate insights into how objects are mobilised to very different
social and political effects it sheds new light on movements across borders political uses of textiles by
fascist and communist regimes the objects fall into oblivion as well as their heritage and tourist
afterlives addressing this complex museum legacy the book suggests new pathways to prefigure the
future featuring new archival and ethnographic research evocative examples and images it is an essential
read for students of textile and material culture museum and curatorial studies as well as anyone
interested in history heritage and craft published to mark 20 years since the landmark opening of te papa
tongarewa museum of new zealand in 1998 this illustrated book by well known museum studies academic
conal mccarthy examines the vision behind the museum how it has evolved in the last two decades and the
particular way te papa goes about the business of being a national museum in a nation with two treaty
partners mccarthy provides a warm and at times critical appraisal of its origins development innovations
and reception including some of its key museological features which have drawn international attention
highlights of exhibitions collections and programs over its first twenty years and the issues that have
sparked national and local debate between the 1880s and 1980s british excavations at locations
across egypt resulted in the discovery of hundreds of thousands of ancient objects that were
subsequently sent to some 350 institutions worldwide these finds included unique discoveries at iconic
sites such as the tombs of ancient egypt s first rulers at abydos akhenaten and nefertiti s city of tell el
amarna and rich roman era burials in the fayum scattered finds explores the politics personalities and
social histories that linked fieldwork in egypt with the varied organizations around the world that
received finds case studies range from victorian municipal museums and women s suffrage campaigns in the
uk to the development of some of the usa s largest institutions and from university museums in japan to
new institutions in post independence ghana by juxtaposing a diversity of sites for the reception of
egyptian cultural heritage over the period of a century alice stevenson presents new ideas about the
development of archaeology museums and the construction of egyptian heritage she also addresses the
legacy of these practices raises questions about the nature of the authority over such heritage today
and argues for a stronger ethical commitment to its stewardship praise for scattered finds scattered
finds is a remarkable achievement in charting how british excavations in egypt dispersed artefacts around
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the globe at an unprecedented scale alice stevenson shows us how ancient objects created knowledge
about the past while firmly anchored in the present no one who reads this timely book will be able to
look at an egyptian antiquity in the same way again professor christina riggs uea repatriation of
indigenous cultural heritage examines how returned materials objects photographs audio and manuscripts
are being received and reintegrated into the ongoing social and cultural lives of aboriginal australians
combining a critical examination of the making of these collections with an assessment of their
contemporary significance the book exposes the opportunities and challenges involved in returning
cultural heritage for the purposes of maintaining preserving or reviving cultural practice drawing on
ethnographic work undertaken with aboriginal communities and the institutions that hold significant
collections the author reveals important new insights about the impact of return on communities
technological advances combined with the push towards decolonising methodologies in indigenous
research have resulted in considerable interest in ensuring that collections of cultural value are
returned to indigenous communities gibson challenges the rhetoric of museum repatriation arguing that
while it has been tremendously important to advancing indigenous interest it is too often over simplified
repatriation of indigenous cultural heritage offers a timely critical perspective on current museum
practice and its place within processes of cultural production and transmission the book is sure to
resonate in other international contexts where questions about indigenous re engagement and
decolonisation strategies are being debated and will be of interest to students and scholars of museum
studies indigenous studies and anthropology mapping a new museum seeks to rethink the museum s role in
today s politically conscious world presenting a selection of innovative projects that have taken place
in latin america over the last year the book begins to map out possibilities for the future of the global
museum the projects featured within the pages of this book were all supported by the santo domingo
centre of excellence for latin american research sdcelar at the british museum bm with the aim of making
the bm s latin american collections meaningful to communities in the region and others worldwide these
projects illustrate how communities manage cultural heritage and taken together they suggest that
there is also no all encompassing counter narrative that can be used to decolonise museums reflecting on
and experimenting with the ways that research happens within museum collections the interdisciplinary
collaborations described within these pages have used collections to tell stories that destabilise
societal assumptions whilst also proactively seeking out that which has historically been overlooked
the result is the book argues a research environment that challenges intellectual orthodoxy and values
critical and alternative forms of knowledge mapping a new museum contains english and spanish versions
of every chapter which enables the book to put critical stress on the self referentiality of anglophone
literature in the field of museum anthropology the book will be essential reading for students scholars
and museum practitioners working around the world refocusing ethnographic museums through oceanic
lenses offers a collaborative ethnographic investigation of indigenous museum practices in three pacific
museums located at the corners of the so called polynesian triangle bernice pauahi bishop museum hawai i
museum of new zealand te papa tongarewa and museo antropol�gico padre sebasti�n englert rapa nui
since their inception ethnographic museums have influenced academic and public imaginations of other
cultural geographic regions and the often resulting euro americentric projection of anthropological
imaginations has come under intense pressure as seen in recent debates and conflicts around the humboldt
forum in berlin germany at the same time post colonial renegotiations in former european and american
colonies have initiated dramatic changes to anthropological approaches through indigenous museum
practices this book shapes a dialogue between euro americentric myopia and oceanic perspectives by
offering historically informed ethnographic insights into indigenous museum practices grounded in
indigenous epistemologies ontologies and cosmologies in doing so it employs oceanic lenses that help to
reframe pacific collections in and the production of public understandings through ethnographic museums
in europe and the americas by offering insights into indigenous museologies across oceania the coauthors
seek to recalibrate ethnographic museums collections and practices through indigenous oceanic
approaches and perspectives this in turn should assist any museum scholar and professional in rethinking
and redoing their respective institutional settings intellectual frameworks and museum processes when
dealing with oceanic affairs and more broadly in doing the epistemic work needed to confront coloniality
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not only as a political problem or ethical obligation but as an epistemology as a politics of knowledge
a noteworthy feature is the book s layered coauthorship and multi vocality drawing on a
collaborative approach that has put the widespread philosophical commitment to dialogical inquiry into
seldom practice by systematically co constituting ethnographic knowledge further the book shapes an
ethnographic kaleidoscope proposing the metaphor of the kaleidoscope as a way of encouraging fluid
ethnographic engagements to avoid the impulse to solidify and enclose differences and remain open to
changing ethnographic meanings positions performances and relationships the coauthors collaboratively
mobilize oceanic eyes bodies and sovereignties thus enacting an ethnographic kaleidoscopic process and
effect aimed at refocusing ethnographic museums through oceanic lenses museums societies and the
creation of value focuses on the ways in which museums and the use of their collections have
contributed to and continue to be engaged with value creation processes including chapters from many of
the leading figures in museum anthropology as well as from outstanding early career researchers this
volume presents a diverse range of international case studies that bridge the gap between theory and
practice it demonstrates that ethnographic collections and the museums that hold and curate them have
played a central role in the value creation processes that have changed attitudes to cultural
differences the essays engage richly with many of the important issues of contemporary museum discourse
and practice they show how collections exist at the ever changing point of articulation between the
source communities and the people and cultures of the museum and challenge presentist critiques of
museums that position them as locked into the time that they emerged museums societies and the creation
of value provides examples of the productive outcomes of collaborative work and relationships showing
how they can be mutually beneficial the book will be of great interest to researchers and students
engaged in the study of museums and heritage anthropology culture indigenous peoples postcolonialism
history and sociology it will also be of interest to museum professionals in the will to predict egl�
rindzevi�i�t� demonstrates how the logic of scientific expertise cannot be properly understood without
knowing the conceptual and institutional history of scientific prediction she notes that predictions of
future population economic growth environmental change and scientific and technological innovation
have shaped much of twentieth and twenty first century politics and social life as well as government
policies today such predictions are more necessary than ever as the world undergoes dramatic
environmental political and technological change but she asks what does it mean to predict
scientifically what are the limits of scientific prediction and what are its effects on governance
institutions and society her intellectual and political history of scientific prediction takes as its
example twentieth century ussr by outlining the role of prediction in a range of governmental contexts
from economic and social planning to military strategy she shows that the history of scientific
prediction is a transnational one part of the history of modern science and technology as well as
governance going beyond the soviet case rindzevi�i�t� argues that scientific predictions are central for
organizing uncertainty through the orchestration of knowledge and action bridging the fields of political
sociology organization studies and history the will to predict considers what makes knowledge scientific
and how such knowledge has impacted late modern governance museums and anthropology in the age of
engagement considers changes that have been taking place in museum anthropology as it has been
responding to pressures to be more socially relevant useful and accountable to diverse communities
based on the author s own research and applied work over the past 30 years the book gives examples of
the wide ranging work being carried out today in museum anthropology as both an academic scholarly
field and variety of applied public anthropology while it examines major trends that characterize our
current age of engagement the book also critically examines the public role of museums and anthropology
in colonial and postcolonial contexts namely in the us the netherlands and indonesia throughout the
book kreps questions what purposes and interests museums and anthropology serve in these different
times and places museums and anthropology in the age of engagement is a valuable resource for readers
interested in an historical and comparative study of museums and anthropology and the forms engagement
has taken it should be especially useful to students and instructors looking for a text that provides in
one volume a history of museum anthropology and methods for doing critical reflexive museum
ethnography and collaborative work mobile museums presents an argument for the importance of
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circulation in the study of museum collections past and present it brings together an impressive array of
international scholars and curators from a wide variety of disciplines including the history of science
museum anthropology and postcolonial history to consider the mobility of collections the book
combines historical perspectives on the circulation of museum objects in the past with contemporary
accounts of their re mobilisation notably in the context of indigenous community engagement
contributors seek to explore processes of circulation historically in order to re examine inform and
unsettle common assumptions about the way museum collections have evolved over time and through
space by foregrounding questions of circulation the chapters in mobile museums collectively represent a
fundamental shift in the understanding of the history and future uses of museum collections the book
addresses a variety of different types of collection including the botanical the ethnographic the economic
and the archaeological its perspective is truly global with case studies drawn from south america west
africa oceania australia the united states europe and the uk mobile museums helps us to understand why
the mobility of museum collections was a fundamental aspect of their history and why it continues to
matter today praise for mobile museums this book advances a paradigm shift in studies of museums and
collections a distinguished group of contributors reveal that collections are not dead assemblages the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries were marked by vigorous international traffic in ethnography and
natural history specimens that tell us much about colonialism travel and the history of knowledge and
have implications for the remobilisation of museums in the future nicholas thomas university of cambridge
the first major work to examine the implications and consequences of the migration of materials from one
scientific or cultural milieu to another it highlights the need for a more nuanced understanding of
collections and offers insights into their potential for future re mobilisation arthur macgregor
comprehensively laying out the concept of crimilegality this book presents a novel perspective on the
relationship between what is conventionally termed organised crime and political order in the
contemporary developing world in hybrid crimilegal orders the moral normative and social boundaries
between legality and illegality criminality are blurred and through the violation of the official law the
illegal criminal sphere of social life becomes legitimate and morally acceptable while the legal turns
illegitimate and immoral several examples of crimilegality and crimilegal governance in colombia and
nigeria including in relation to armed conflict termination are used to illustrate these complex processes
building on archival work undertaken in france and fieldwork undertaken in southeast asia museum making
in vietnam laos and cambodia provides a critical analysis of museum histories and development in three
former colonial territories this work documents the development of museums in french indochina 1862
1954 specifically vietnam laos and cambodia the book explores the colonial culture of exhibition traces
the growth of museum collections through archaeological missions to indochina and other parts of asia
and examines the role of museums in the cultural life of this colonial society in particular the author re
contextualizes the role and part played by colonial museums in the implementation of heritage policies
during the colonial era in french indochina a dimension that is often overlooked additionally the book
addresses the effects that the second world war the vichy regime and the japanese occupation had on
these cultural institutions the transformation of these museums in post independence vietnam laos and
cambodia is also discussed providing comparisons with other colonial and post colonial experiences
museum making in vietnam laos and cambodia will be a valuable resource for researchers in museum and
heritage studies it will also appeal to researchers and graduate students engaged in the study of
history anthropology sociology political science and development and international studies an
exploration of how senegal has decolonised its cultural heritage sites since independence many of which
are remnants of the french empire winner of the 2022 w k hancock prize presented by the australian
historical association shortlisted for the 2021 prime minister s literary awards in the australian
history category presented by the australian prime minister and minister for the arts winner of the 2021
council for museum anthropology book award presented by the council for museum anthropology cma a
section of the american anthropological association by analyzing one of the world s greatest
collections of indigenous song myth and ceremony the collections of linguist anthropologist t g h
strehlow ceremony men demonstrates how inextricably intertwined ethnographic collections can become in
complex historical and social relations in revealing his process to return an anthropological collection
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to aboriginal communities in remote central australia jason m gibson highlights the importance of
personal rapport and collaborations in ethnographic exchange both past and present and demonstrates
the ongoing importance of sociality relationship and orality when indigenous peoples encounter museum
collections today combining forensic historical analysis with contemporary ethnographic research this
book challenges the notion that anthropological archives will necessarily become authoritative or
dominant statements on a people s cultural identity instead indigenous peoples will often interrogate and
recontextualize this material with great dexterity as they work to reintegrate the documented into their
present day social lives by theorizing the nature of the documenter documented relationships this book
makes an important contribution to the simplistic postcolonial generalizations that dominate analyses
of colonial interaction a story of local agency is uncovered that enriches our understanding of the
human engagements that took and continue to take place within varying colonial relations of australia
the object of conservation examines how historic buildings monuments and artefacts are cared for as
valued embodiments of the past it tells the fascinating story of the working lives of those involved in
conservation through an ethnographic account of a national heritage agency how are conservation
objects made what is the moral purpose of that making and what practical consequences flow from this
revealing the hidden labour of keeping things as they are the book highlights the ethical commitments and
dilemmas involved in trying to care well in doing so it reveals how conservation objects are made
literally to matter taking debates in the interdisciplinary field of heritage studies forward in important
new directions the book engages with themes of broader interest within the arts humanities and social
sciences shedding new light on time authenticity modernity materiality expert knowledge and the politics
of care the object of conservation is a thought provoking and engaging account that offers original
insights for students scholars heritage professionals and others interested in the work of caring for the
past the focus of this volume is the history of imperial science between 1600 and 1960 although some
essays reach back prior to 1600 and the section about decolonization includes post 1960 material each
contributed chapter written by an expert in the field provides an analytical review essay of the field
while also providing an overview of the topic there is now a rich literature developed by historians of
science as well as scholars of empire demonstrating the numerous ways science and empire grew together
especially between 1600 and 1960 this book explores the people of the kikori river delta in the gulf of
papua as established historical agents of intercultural exchange one hundred years after they were made
frank hurley s colonial era photographic reproductions are returned to the descendants of the kerewo
and urama peoples whom he photographed the book illuminates how the movement use and exchange of
objects can produce distinctive and unrecognised forms of value to understand this exchange a nuanced
history of the conditions of the exchange is necessary which also allows a reconsideration of the
colonial legacies that continue to affect the social and political worlds of people in the twenty first
century preservation of natural and cultural heritage is often said to be something that is done for the
future or on behalf of future generations but the precise relationship of such practices to the future is
rarely reflected upon heritage futures draws on research undertaken over four years by an
interdisciplinary international team of 16 researchers and more than 25 partner organisations to explore
the role of heritage and heritage like practices in building future worlds engaging broad themes such as
diversity transformation profusion and uncertainty heritage futures aims to understand how a range of
conservation and preservation practices across a number of countries assemble and resource different
kinds of futures and the possibilities that emerge from such collaborative research for alternative
approaches to heritage in the anthropocene case studies include the cryopreservation of endangered dna in
frozen zoos nuclear waste management seed biobanking landscape rewilding social history collecting
space messaging endangered language documentation built and natural heritage management domestic
keeping and discarding practices and world heritage site management this book examines the practice of
community engagement in museums through the notion of care it focuses on building an understanding of
the logic of care that underpins this practice with a view to outlining new roles for museums within
community health and social care this book engages with the recent growing focus on community
participation in museum activities notably in the area of health and wellbeing it explores this theme
through an analysis of the practices of community engagement workers at tyne wear archives museums in
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the uk it examines how this work is operationalised and valued in the museum and the institutional
barriers to this practice it presents the practices of care that shape community led exhibitions and
community engagement projects involving health and social care partners and their clients drawing on the
ethics of care and geographies of care literatures this text provides readers with novel perspectives for
transforming the museum into a space of social care this book will appeal to museum studies scholars
and professionals geographers organisational studies scholars as well as students interested in the
social role of museums habit has long preoccupied a wide range of theologians philosophers sociologists
psychologists and neuroscientists in habit s pathways tony bennett explores the political consequences
of the varied ways in which habit s repetitions have been acted on to guide or direct conduct bennett
considers habit s uses and effects across the monastic regimens of medieval europe in plantation slavery
and the factory system through colonial forms of rule and within a range of medicalized pathologies he
brings these episodes in habit s political histories to bear on contemporary debates ranging from its role in
relation to the politics of white supremacy to the digital harvesting of habits in practices of
algorithmic governance throughout bennett tracks how habit s repetitions have been articulated
differently across divisions of class race and gender demonstrating that although habit serves as an
apparatus for achieving success self fulfilment and freedom for the powerful it has simultaneously
served as a means of control over women racialized peoples and subordinate classes
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Collecting, Ordering, Governing 2016-12-02 the coauthors of this theoretically innovative work
explore the relationships among anthropological fieldwork museum collecting and display and social
governance in the early twentieth century in australia britain france new zealand and the united states
with case studies ranging from the mus�e de l homme s 1930s fieldwork missions in french indo china to the
influence of franz boas s culture concept on the development of american museums the authors illuminate
recent debates about postwar forms of multicultural governance cultural conceptions of difference and
postcolonial policy and practice in museums collecting ordering governing is essential reading for
scholars and students of anthropology museum studies cultural studies and indigenous studies as well
as museum and heritage professionals
Governing Cultures 2012-09-03 by assembling original ethnographically grounded research in
legislatures executives and bureaucracies this volume illuminates and unpacks the structures practices
and values of government actors in local regional and national contexts
Museums, Power, Knowledge 2017-11-01 few perspectives have invigorated the development of critical
museum studies over the late twentieth and early twenty first centuries as much as foucault s account
of the relations between knowledge and power and their role in processes of governing within this
literature tony bennett s work stands out as having marked a series of strategic engagements with
foucault s work to offer a critical genealogy of the public museum offering an account of its nineteenth
century and early twentieth century development that has been constantly alert to the politics of
museums in the present museums power knowledge brings together new research with a set of essays
initially published in diverse contexts making available for the first time the full range of bennett s
critical museology ranging across natural history anthropological art geological and history
museums and their precursors in earlier collecting institutions and spanning the eighteenth to the twenty
first centuries in discussing museum practices in britain australia the usa france and japan it offers a
compelling account of the shifting political logics of museums over the modern period as a collection
that aims to bring together the signature work of a museum theorist and historian whose work has long
occupied a distinctive place in museum society debates museums power knowledge will be of interest to
researchers teachers and students working in the fields of museum and heritage studies cultural history
cultural studies and sociology as well as museum professionals and museum visitors
Assembling and Governing Habits 2021-07-22 the increasing significance of managing or changing habits is
evident across a range of pressing contemporary issues climate change waste management travel
practices and crowd control assembling and governing habits engages with the diverse ways in which
habits are governed through the knowledge practices and technologies that have been brought to bear on
them the volume addresses three main concerns the first focuses on how the habit discourses proposed by
a range of disciplines have informed the ways in which different forms of expertise have shaped the ways in
which habits have been managed or changed to bring about specific social objectives the second concerns
the ways in which habits are acted on as aspects of infrastructures which constitute the interfaces
through which technical systems human conducts and environments are acted on simultaneously the third
concerns the specific ways in which habit discourses and habit infrastructures are brought together in
the regulation of city habits that is habits which have specific qualities arising out of the specific
conditions the rhythms and densities of urban life and ones which in the wake of the covid 19 pandemic have
been profoundly disrupted written in a clear and direct style the book will appeal to students and
scholars with an interest in cultural studies sociology cultural geography history of the sciences and
posthuman studies
Anthropology of Policy 2003-12-16 arguing that policy has become an increasingly central concept
and instrument in the organisation of contemporary societies and that it now impinges on all areas of life
so that it is virtually impossible to ignore or escape its influence this book argues that the study of
policy leads straight into issues at the heart of anthropology
Order and Dispute 2013-04-10 a classic resource in the modern study of the anthropology of law this
book is now widely available again in an updated and expanded edition there are many societies that
survive in a remarkably orderly fashion without the help of judges law courts and policemen they are
small in scale and have relatively simple technologies lacking those centralized agencies which we
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associate with legal systems yet early anthropologists did not hesitate to name law along with kinship
politics and religion as one of the facets of their subject simon roberts contends however that legal
theory has become too closely identified with our own arrangements in western societies to be of much
help in cross cultural studies of order but conversely by looking at the ways in which other societies
keep order and solve disputes he sheds valuable light on the contemporary debates about order in our
own society in a straightforward text which will be accessible to the general reader and
anthropologist alike now in its second edition with a new foreword and afterword by the author this
renowned introduction to the anthropology of law is part of the classics of law society series from
quid pro books
Anthropology of Policy 1997 this book argues that policy has become an increasingly central concept
in the organisation of contemporary societies and that it now impinges on all areas of life so that it is
virtually impossible to ignore or escape its influence
The Governance of Daily Life in Africa 2009 anchored in an empirically grounded anthropology this book
explores the notion of governance in a non normative way it describes and analyses the institutional and
political processes through which social actors and groups be they state private or third sector
contribute to the provision of public and collective goods or services the book draws on case studies
from anglophone and francophone africa crossing anthropological traditions that have too often
evolved in parallel directions and dealing with a range of topics such as health water supply sanitation
and waste management security humanitarian aid land issues and decentralisation beyond african
boundaries it contributes to current debates about governmentality public policy subject making public
private boundaries and the role of the state
The Disobedient Museum 2017-09-22 the disobedient museum writing at the edge aims to motivate
disciplinary thinking to reimagine writing about museums as an activity where resistant forms of thinking
seeing feeling and acting can be produced and to theorize this process as a form of protest against
disciplinary stagnation drawing on a range of cultural theoretical and political approaches kylie
message examines potential links between methods of critique today and moments of historical and
disciplinary crisis and asks what contribution museums might make to these either as direct actors or
through activities that sit more comfortably within their institutional remit identifying the process of
writing about museums as a form of activism that brings together and elaborates on cultural and
political agendas for change the book explores how a process of engaged critique might benefit museum
studies what this critique might look like and how museum studies might make a contribution to
discourses of social and political change the disobedient museum is the first volume in routledge s
innovative museums in focus series and will be of great interest to scholars and students in the fields of
museum heritage public history and cultural studies it should also be essential reading for museum
practitioners particularly those engaged with questions about the role of museums in regard to social
activism and contentious contemporary challenges
Exploring Materiality and Connectivity in Anthropology and Beyond 2020-03-30 exploring materiality
and connectivity in anthropology and beyond provides a new look at the old anthropological concern
with materiality and connectivity it understands materiality not as defined property of some thing nor
does it take connectivity as merely a relation between discrete entities somewhat akin to heisenberg s
uncertainty principle it sees materiality and connectivity as two interrelated modes in which an entity is
or more precisely is becoming in the world the question thus is how these two modes of becoming relate
and fold into each other throughout the four year research process that led to this book the authors
approached this question not just from a theoretical perspective taking the suggestion of thinking
through things literally and methodologically seriously the first two workshops were dedicated to
practical hands on exercises working with things from these workshops a series of installations emerged
straddling the boundaries of art and academia these installations served as artistic academic
interventions during the final symposium and are featured alongside the other academic contributions to
this volume throughout this process two main themes emerged and structure part ii movement and growth
and part iii dissolution and traces of the present volume respectively part i conceptual grounds consists
of two chapters offering conceptual takes on things and ties one from anthropology and one from
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archaeology as interrelated modes of becoming materiality and connectivity make it necessary to
coalesce things and ties into thing ties an insight toward which the chapters and interventions came from
different sides and one in which the initial proposition of the editors still shines through throughout the
pages of this volume we invite the reader to travel beyond imaginaries of a universe of separate planets
united by connections and to venture with us instead into the thicket of thing ties in which we live
The Routledge Companion to Media Anthropology 2022-09-30 the routledge companion to media
anthropology provides a broad overview of the widening and flourishing area of media anthropology and
outlines key themes debates and emerging directions the routledge companion to media anthropology
draws together the work of scholars from across the globe with rich ethnographic studies that address
a wide range of media practices and forms comprising 41 chapters by a team of international contributors
the companion is divided into three parts histories approaches thematic considerations the chapters offer
wide ranging explorations of how forms of mediation influence communication social relationships
cultural practices participation and social change as well as production and access to information and
knowledge this volume considers new developments and highlights the ways in which anthropology can
contribute to the study of the human condition and the social processes in which media are entangled this
is an indispensable teaching resource for advanced undergraduate and postgraduate students and an
essential text for scholars working across the areas that media anthropology engages with including
anthropology sociology media and cultural studies internet and communication studies and science and
technology studies
Pragmatic Imagination and the New Museum Anthropology 2024-03-14 pragmatic imagination and the
new museum anthropology shifts museum anthropology s relationship to the broader field from marginal
to central by revealing the sophisticated transdisciplinary praxis theory practice at the heart of
current museum anthropologies the book features international case studies that operate at the
interfaces of critical museology anthropology material culture studies art practice and more the
theory of pragmatics proposes that meaning making is collaborative and best evaluated through its
impact in the world collectively the chapters in this volume evidence a pragmatic imagination at work as
museum anthropology practitioners ingeniously combine inventiveness the possible and practicality the
actual in ways that drive the field forward defining museum anthropology as a pragmatic practice
explicitly theorizes this work in order to mark its significance demystify its processes of knowledge
production connect it more readily to debates within and beyond anthropology and facilitate critique
The Art of the Anthropological Diorama 2021-08-23 dioramen bewegen sich im grenzbereich verschiedener
disziplinen sie wurden im 19 jahrhundert im zuge von reformen eingef�hrt die die p�dagogische dimension der
museen weiterentwickelten dioramen mit menschlichen figuren sind heute scharfer kritik ausgesetzt dieses
buch untersucht die anthropologischen dioramen zweier nordamerikanischer museen des fr�hen 20
jahrhunderts des american museum of natural history new york und des new york state museum albany
no�mie etienne analysiert die arbeit der k�nstler und wissenschaftler die die dioramen anfertigten und zeigt
dass dioramen als mittel der wissenserzeugung und vermittlung eine geschichte erz�hlen die immer politisch
ist innerhalb des museums k�nnen sie visionen des andersseins und der abstammung erschaffen die es kritisch
zu betrachten gilt
Anthropology of Policy 1997 ianthropology of policy argues that policy has become an increasingly
central organizing principle in contemporary societies shaping the way we live act and think this book
shows how anthropological approaches to policy can provide insights into a range of contemporary
issues from equal opportunities to health care from aids to housing policies despite the importance of
policy as a key institution of modern society it remains curiously under theorized and lacking in critical
analysis in questioning and explaining policys language and its links with power the contributors
challenge the accepted notion of policy as rational and progressively linear and pave the way for
further research this title available in ebook format here for more information visit our ebookstore at
The Anthropologist as Curator 2020-05-27 why do contemporary art curators define their work as
ethnography how can curation illuminate the practice of contemporary anthropology does
anthropology risk disappearing as a specific discipline within the general model of the curatorial the
anthropologist as curator collects together the research of international scholars working at the
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intersection of anthropology and contemporary art in order to explore these questions the essays in the
book challenge what it means to do ethnographic work as well as the very definition of the discipline of
anthropology in confrontation with the model of the curatorial the contributors examine these ideas
from a variety of angles and the book includes perspectives from anthropologists who have set up their
own exhibitions those who have conducted fieldwork on the arts including participatory practices
digital images and sound and contributors who are currently working in a curatorial capacity at a
museum with case studies from the usa canada germany brazil mexico india and japan the book represents an
international perspective and is relevant to students and scholars of anthropology contemporary art
museum studies curatorial studies and heritage studies
Routledge Handbook of Cultural Sociology 2018-11-01 the thoroughly revised and updated second
edition of the routledge handbook of cultural sociology provides an unparalleled overview of
sociological and related scholarship on the complex relations of culture to social structures and
everyday life with 70 essays written by scholars from around the world the book brings diverse
approaches into dialogue charting new pathways for understanding culture in our global era short
accessible chapters by contributing authors address classic questions emergent issues and new
scholarship on topics ranging from cultural and social theory to politics and the state social
stratification identity community aesthetics and social and cultural movements in addition contributors
explore developments central to the constitution and reproduction of culture such as power
technology and the organization of work this handbook is essential reading for undergraduate and
postgraduate students interested in a wide range of subfields within sociology as well as cultural
studies media and communication and postcolonial theory
The Material Subject 2020-11-01 the material subject emphasises how bodily and material cultures
combine to make and transform subjects dynamically the book is based on the french mati�re � penser map
school of thought which draws upon the ideas of mauss schilder foucault and bourdieu among others to
enhance the anthropological study of embodiment practices techniques materiality and power through
theoretical sophistication and empirical field research case studies from europe africa and asia bring map s
ideas into dialogue with other strands of material culture studies in the english speaking world these
studies mediate different scales of engagement through a sensori motor affective and cognitive focus on
practices of making and doing examples range from the precarity of professional divers in french public
works to the gendered subjectivity of female carpet weavers in morocco from the ways swiss
watchmakers transmit craft knowledge to how hindu devotees in india make efficacious use of altars and
from the enskilment of paiwan indigenous people in taiwan to the prestige of women s wild silk wrappers in
burkina faso the chapters are organised according to domains of practice defined as matter of work and
technology heritage politics religion and knowledge scholars and students with an interest in material
culture will gain valuable access to global research rooted in a specific intellectual tradition
Luso-Tropicalism and Its Discontents 2019-04-22 modern perceptions of race across much of the
global south are indebted to the brazilian social scientist gilberto freyre who in works such as the
masters and the slaves claimed that portuguese colonialism produced exceptionally benign and tolerant
race relations this volume radically reinterprets freyre s luso tropicalist arguments and critically
engages with the historical complexity of racial concepts and practices in the portuguese speaking world
encompassing brazil as well as portuguese speaking societies in africa asia and even portugal itself it
places an interdisciplinary group of scholars in conversation to challenge the conventional
understanding of twentieth century racialization proffering new insights into such controversial topics
as human plasticity racial amalgamation and the tropes and proxies of whiteness
Fields, Capitals, Habitus 2020-07-21 fields capitals habitus provides an insightful analysis of the
relations between culture and society in contemporary australia presenting the findings of a detailed
national survey of australian cultural tastes and practices it demonstrates the pivotal significance of
the role culture plays at the intersections of a range of social divisions and inequalities between
classes age cohorts ethnicities genders city and country and the relations between indigenous and non
indigenous australians the book looks first at how social divisions inform the ways in which australians
from different social backgrounds and positions engage with the genres institutions and particular works
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of culture and cultural figures across six cultural fields the visual arts literature music heritage
television and sport it then examines how australians cultural preferences across these fields interact
within the australian space of lifestyles the close attention paid to class here includes an engagement
with role of middlebrow cultures in australia and the role played by new forms of indigenous cultural
capital in the emergence of an indigenous middle class the rich survey data is complemented throughout by
in depth qualitative data provided by interviews with survey participants these are discussed more
closely in the final part of the book which explores the gendered political personal and community
associations of cultural tastes across australia s anglo celtic italian lebanese chinese and indian
populations the distinctive ethical issues associated with how australians relate to indigenous culture
are also examined in the light it throws on the formations of cultural capital in a multicultural settler
colonial society fields capitals habitus makes a landmark contribution to cultural capital research
Staging Indigenous Heritage 2020-08-12 staging indigenous heritage examines the cultural politics of
four indigenous cultural villages in malaysia demonstrating that such villages are often beset with the
politics of brokerage and representation the book shows that this reinforces a culture of dependency on
the brokers by critically examining the relationship between indigenous tourism and development through
the establishment of indigenous cultural villages the book addresses the complexities of adopting the
culture for development paradigm as a developmental strategy demonstrating that the opportunities for
self representation and self determination can become entwined with the politics of brokerage and the
contradictory dualism of culture it becomes clear that this can both facilitate and compromise their
intended outcomes challenging the simplistic conceptualisation of indigenous communities as harmonious
and unified wholes the book shows how indigenous cultures are actively forged struggled over and
negotiated in contemporary malaysia confronting the largely positive rhetoric in current discourses on
the benefits of community based cultural projects staging indigenous heritage should be essential reading
for academics and students in the fields of museum studies cultural heritage studies indigenous studies
development studies tourism anthropology and geography the book should also be of interest to museum
and heritage professionals around the world
Weaving Europe, Crafting the Museum 2023-04-20 weaving europe crafting the museum delves into the
history and the changing material culture in europe through the stories of a basket a carpet a
waistcoat a uniform and a dress the focus on the objects from the collection of the museum of european
cultures in berlin offers an innovative and challenging way of understanding textile culture and museums
the book shows that textiles can be simultaneously used as the material object of research and as a lens
through which we can view museums in doing so the book fills a major gap by placing textile knowledge
back into the museum each chapter focuses on one object story and can be read individually swooping
from 19th century wax figure cabinets nazi era collections cold war exhibitions in east and west berlin
and institutional reshuffling after german unification it reveals the dramatically changing story of the
museum and its collection based on research with museum curators makers and users of the textiles in
italy and germany poland and romania the book provides intimate insights into how objects are mobilised
to very different social and political effects it sheds new light on movements across borders political
uses of textiles by fascist and communist regimes the objects fall into oblivion as well as their heritage
and tourist afterlives addressing this complex museum legacy the book suggests new pathways to
prefigure the future featuring new archival and ethnographic research evocative examples and images it is
an essential read for students of textile and material culture museum and curatorial studies as well as
anyone interested in history heritage and craft
Te Papa 2018-01-07 published to mark 20 years since the landmark opening of te papa tongarewa
museum of new zealand in 1998 this illustrated book by well known museum studies academic conal
mccarthy examines the vision behind the museum how it has evolved in the last two decades and the
particular way te papa goes about the business of being a national museum in a nation with two treaty
partners mccarthy provides a warm and at times critical appraisal of its origins development innovations
and reception including some of its key museological features which have drawn international attention
highlights of exhibitions collections and programs over its first twenty years and the issues that have
sparked national and local debate
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Scattered Finds 2019-01-22 between the 1880s and 1980s british excavations at locations across
egypt resulted in the discovery of hundreds of thousands of ancient objects that were subsequently sent
to some 350 institutions worldwide these finds included unique discoveries at iconic sites such as the
tombs of ancient egypt s first rulers at abydos akhenaten and nefertiti s city of tell el amarna and rich
roman era burials in the fayum scattered finds explores the politics personalities and social histories
that linked fieldwork in egypt with the varied organizations around the world that received finds case
studies range from victorian municipal museums and women s suffrage campaigns in the uk to the
development of some of the usa s largest institutions and from university museums in japan to new
institutions in post independence ghana by juxtaposing a diversity of sites for the reception of egyptian
cultural heritage over the period of a century alice stevenson presents new ideas about the development
of archaeology museums and the construction of egyptian heritage she also addresses the legacy of
these practices raises questions about the nature of the authority over such heritage today and argues
for a stronger ethical commitment to its stewardship praise for scattered finds scattered finds is a
remarkable achievement in charting how british excavations in egypt dispersed artefacts around the globe
at an unprecedented scale alice stevenson shows us how ancient objects created knowledge about the
past while firmly anchored in the present no one who reads this timely book will be able to look at an
egyptian antiquity in the same way again professor christina riggs uea
Repatriation of Indigenous Cultural Heritage 2023-06-14 repatriation of indigenous cultural heritage
examines how returned materials objects photographs audio and manuscripts are being received and
reintegrated into the ongoing social and cultural lives of aboriginal australians combining a critical
examination of the making of these collections with an assessment of their contemporary significance the
book exposes the opportunities and challenges involved in returning cultural heritage for the purposes of
maintaining preserving or reviving cultural practice drawing on ethnographic work undertaken with
aboriginal communities and the institutions that hold significant collections the author reveals
important new insights about the impact of return on communities technological advances combined with
the push towards decolonising methodologies in indigenous research have resulted in considerable interest
in ensuring that collections of cultural value are returned to indigenous communities gibson challenges
the rhetoric of museum repatriation arguing that while it has been tremendously important to advancing
indigenous interest it is too often over simplified repatriation of indigenous cultural heritage offers a
timely critical perspective on current museum practice and its place within processes of cultural
production and transmission the book is sure to resonate in other international contexts where
questions about indigenous re engagement and decolonisation strategies are being debated and will be of
interest to students and scholars of museum studies indigenous studies and anthropology
Mapping a New Museum 2021-12-20 mapping a new museum seeks to rethink the museum s role in today s
politically conscious world presenting a selection of innovative projects that have taken place in latin
america over the last year the book begins to map out possibilities for the future of the global museum
the projects featured within the pages of this book were all supported by the santo domingo centre of
excellence for latin american research sdcelar at the british museum bm with the aim of making the bm s
latin american collections meaningful to communities in the region and others worldwide these projects
illustrate how communities manage cultural heritage and taken together they suggest that there is also
no all encompassing counter narrative that can be used to decolonise museums reflecting on and
experimenting with the ways that research happens within museum collections the interdisciplinary
collaborations described within these pages have used collections to tell stories that destabilise
societal assumptions whilst also proactively seeking out that which has historically been overlooked
the result is the book argues a research environment that challenges intellectual orthodoxy and values
critical and alternative forms of knowledge mapping a new museum contains english and spanish versions
of every chapter which enables the book to put critical stress on the self referentiality of anglophone
literature in the field of museum anthropology the book will be essential reading for students scholars
and museum practitioners working around the world
Refocusing Ethnographic Museums through Oceanic Lenses 2020-04-30 refocusing ethnographic museums
through oceanic lenses offers a collaborative ethnographic investigation of indigenous museum practices
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in three pacific museums located at the corners of the so called polynesian triangle bernice pauahi bishop
museum hawai i museum of new zealand te papa tongarewa and museo antropol�gico padre sebasti�n
englert rapa nui since their inception ethnographic museums have influenced academic and public
imaginations of other cultural geographic regions and the often resulting euro americentric projection of
anthropological imaginations has come under intense pressure as seen in recent debates and conflicts
around the humboldt forum in berlin germany at the same time post colonial renegotiations in former
european and american colonies have initiated dramatic changes to anthropological approaches through
indigenous museum practices this book shapes a dialogue between euro americentric myopia and oceanic
perspectives by offering historically informed ethnographic insights into indigenous museum practices
grounded in indigenous epistemologies ontologies and cosmologies in doing so it employs oceanic lenses
that help to reframe pacific collections in and the production of public understandings through
ethnographic museums in europe and the americas by offering insights into indigenous museologies across
oceania the coauthors seek to recalibrate ethnographic museums collections and practices through
indigenous oceanic approaches and perspectives this in turn should assist any museum scholar and
professional in rethinking and redoing their respective institutional settings intellectual frameworks and
museum processes when dealing with oceanic affairs and more broadly in doing the epistemic work needed to
confront coloniality not only as a political problem or ethical obligation but as an epistemology as a
politics of knowledge a noteworthy feature is the book s layered coauthorship and multi vocality
drawing on a collaborative approach that has put the widespread philosophical commitment to
dialogical inquiry into seldom practice by systematically co constituting ethnographic knowledge
further the book shapes an ethnographic kaleidoscope proposing the metaphor of the kaleidoscope as a
way of encouraging fluid ethnographic engagements to avoid the impulse to solidify and enclose
differences and remain open to changing ethnographic meanings positions performances and relationships the
coauthors collaboratively mobilize oceanic eyes bodies and sovereignties thus enacting an ethnographic
kaleidoscopic process and effect aimed at refocusing ethnographic museums through oceanic lenses
Museums, Societies and the Creation of Value 2021-12-30 museums societies and the creation of value
focuses on the ways in which museums and the use of their collections have contributed to and continue
to be engaged with value creation processes including chapters from many of the leading figures in museum
anthropology as well as from outstanding early career researchers this volume presents a diverse range
of international case studies that bridge the gap between theory and practice it demonstrates that
ethnographic collections and the museums that hold and curate them have played a central role in the
value creation processes that have changed attitudes to cultural differences the essays engage richly
with many of the important issues of contemporary museum discourse and practice they show how
collections exist at the ever changing point of articulation between the source communities and the
people and cultures of the museum and challenge presentist critiques of museums that position them as
locked into the time that they emerged museums societies and the creation of value provides examples of
the productive outcomes of collaborative work and relationships showing how they can be mutually
beneficial the book will be of great interest to researchers and students engaged in the study of museums
and heritage anthropology culture indigenous peoples postcolonialism history and sociology it will
also be of interest to museum professionals
The Will to Predict 2023-05-15 in the will to predict egl� rindzevi�i�t� demonstrates how the logic
of scientific expertise cannot be properly understood without knowing the conceptual and institutional
history of scientific prediction she notes that predictions of future population economic growth
environmental change and scientific and technological innovation have shaped much of twentieth and
twenty first century politics and social life as well as government policies today such predictions are
more necessary than ever as the world undergoes dramatic environmental political and technological
change but she asks what does it mean to predict scientifically what are the limits of scientific prediction
and what are its effects on governance institutions and society her intellectual and political history of
scientific prediction takes as its example twentieth century ussr by outlining the role of prediction in a
range of governmental contexts from economic and social planning to military strategy she shows that
the history of scientific prediction is a transnational one part of the history of modern science and
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technology as well as governance going beyond the soviet case rindzevi�i�t� argues that scientific
predictions are central for organizing uncertainty through the orchestration of knowledge and action
bridging the fields of political sociology organization studies and history the will to predict considers
what makes knowledge scientific and how such knowledge has impacted late modern governance
Museums and Anthropology in the Age of Engagement 2019-10-18 museums and anthropology in the age
of engagement considers changes that have been taking place in museum anthropology as it has been
responding to pressures to be more socially relevant useful and accountable to diverse communities
based on the author s own research and applied work over the past 30 years the book gives examples of
the wide ranging work being carried out today in museum anthropology as both an academic scholarly
field and variety of applied public anthropology while it examines major trends that characterize our
current age of engagement the book also critically examines the public role of museums and anthropology
in colonial and postcolonial contexts namely in the us the netherlands and indonesia throughout the
book kreps questions what purposes and interests museums and anthropology serve in these different
times and places museums and anthropology in the age of engagement is a valuable resource for readers
interested in an historical and comparative study of museums and anthropology and the forms engagement
has taken it should be especially useful to students and instructors looking for a text that provides in
one volume a history of museum anthropology and methods for doing critical reflexive museum
ethnography and collaborative work
Mobile Museums 2021-04-19 mobile museums presents an argument for the importance of circulation in
the study of museum collections past and present it brings together an impressive array of international
scholars and curators from a wide variety of disciplines including the history of science museum
anthropology and postcolonial history to consider the mobility of collections the book combines
historical perspectives on the circulation of museum objects in the past with contemporary accounts of
their re mobilisation notably in the context of indigenous community engagement contributors seek to
explore processes of circulation historically in order to re examine inform and unsettle common
assumptions about the way museum collections have evolved over time and through space by
foregrounding questions of circulation the chapters in mobile museums collectively represent a
fundamental shift in the understanding of the history and future uses of museum collections the book
addresses a variety of different types of collection including the botanical the ethnographic the economic
and the archaeological its perspective is truly global with case studies drawn from south america west
africa oceania australia the united states europe and the uk mobile museums helps us to understand why
the mobility of museum collections was a fundamental aspect of their history and why it continues to
matter today praise for mobile museums this book advances a paradigm shift in studies of museums and
collections a distinguished group of contributors reveal that collections are not dead assemblages the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries were marked by vigorous international traffic in ethnography and
natural history specimens that tell us much about colonialism travel and the history of knowledge and
have implications for the remobilisation of museums in the future nicholas thomas university of cambridge
the first major work to examine the implications and consequences of the migration of materials from one
scientific or cultural milieu to another it highlights the need for a more nuanced understanding of
collections and offers insights into their potential for future re mobilisation arthur macgregor
Crimilegal Orders, Governance and Armed Conflict 2018-12-12 comprehensively laying out the concept
of crimilegality this book presents a novel perspective on the relationship between what is
conventionally termed organised crime and political order in the contemporary developing world in hybrid
crimilegal orders the moral normative and social boundaries between legality and illegality criminality
are blurred and through the violation of the official law the illegal criminal sphere of social life becomes
legitimate and morally acceptable while the legal turns illegitimate and immoral several examples of
crimilegality and crimilegal governance in colombia and nigeria including in relation to armed conflict
termination are used to illustrate these complex processes
Museum-Making in Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia 2022-06-07 building on archival work undertaken in
france and fieldwork undertaken in southeast asia museum making in vietnam laos and cambodia provides a
critical analysis of museum histories and development in three former colonial territories this work
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documents the development of museums in french indochina 1862 1954 specifically vietnam laos and
cambodia the book explores the colonial culture of exhibition traces the growth of museum collections
through archaeological missions to indochina and other parts of asia and examines the role of museums in
the cultural life of this colonial society in particular the author re contextualizes the role and part
played by colonial museums in the implementation of heritage policies during the colonial era in french
indochina a dimension that is often overlooked additionally the book addresses the effects that the
second world war the vichy regime and the japanese occupation had on these cultural institutions the
transformation of these museums in post independence vietnam laos and cambodia is also discussed
providing comparisons with other colonial and post colonial experiences museum making in vietnam laos
and cambodia will be a valuable resource for researchers in museum and heritage studies it will also
appeal to researchers and graduate students engaged in the study of history anthropology sociology
political science and development and international studies
Decolonizing Heritage 2022-03-17 an exploration of how senegal has decolonised its cultural heritage
sites since independence many of which are remnants of the french empire
Ceremony Men 2020-05-01 winner of the 2022 w k hancock prize presented by the australian historical
association shortlisted for the 2021 prime minister s literary awards in the australian history
category presented by the australian prime minister and minister for the arts winner of the 2021 council
for museum anthropology book award presented by the council for museum anthropology cma a section
of the american anthropological association by analyzing one of the world s greatest collections of
indigenous song myth and ceremony the collections of linguist anthropologist t g h strehlow ceremony
men demonstrates how inextricably intertwined ethnographic collections can become in complex historical
and social relations in revealing his process to return an anthropological collection to aboriginal
communities in remote central australia jason m gibson highlights the importance of personal rapport and
collaborations in ethnographic exchange both past and present and demonstrates the ongoing importance
of sociality relationship and orality when indigenous peoples encounter museum collections today
combining forensic historical analysis with contemporary ethnographic research this book challenges the
notion that anthropological archives will necessarily become authoritative or dominant statements on
a people s cultural identity instead indigenous peoples will often interrogate and recontextualize this
material with great dexterity as they work to reintegrate the documented into their present day social
lives by theorizing the nature of the documenter documented relationships this book makes an important
contribution to the simplistic postcolonial generalizations that dominate analyses of colonial
interaction a story of local agency is uncovered that enriches our understanding of the human
engagements that took and continue to take place within varying colonial relations of australia
The Object of Conservation 2022-04-18 the object of conservation examines how historic buildings
monuments and artefacts are cared for as valued embodiments of the past it tells the fascinating story
of the working lives of those involved in conservation through an ethnographic account of a national
heritage agency how are conservation objects made what is the moral purpose of that making and what
practical consequences flow from this revealing the hidden labour of keeping things as they are the book
highlights the ethical commitments and dilemmas involved in trying to care well in doing so it reveals how
conservation objects are made literally to matter taking debates in the interdisciplinary field of heritage
studies forward in important new directions the book engages with themes of broader interest within the
arts humanities and social sciences shedding new light on time authenticity modernity materiality expert
knowledge and the politics of care the object of conservation is a thought provoking and engaging
account that offers original insights for students scholars heritage professionals and others interested
in the work of caring for the past
The Routledge Handbook of Science and Empire 2021-07-05 the focus of this volume is the history of
imperial science between 1600 and 1960 although some essays reach back prior to 1600 and the section
about decolonization includes post 1960 material each contributed chapter written by an expert in the
field provides an analytical review essay of the field while also providing an overview of the topic there
is now a rich literature developed by historians of science as well as scholars of empire demonstrating
the numerous ways science and empire grew together especially between 1600 and 1960
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Repatriation, Exchange, and Colonial Legacies in the Gulf of Papua 2023-01-01 this book explores the
people of the kikori river delta in the gulf of papua as established historical agents of intercultural
exchange one hundred years after they were made frank hurley s colonial era photographic reproductions
are returned to the descendants of the kerewo and urama peoples whom he photographed the book
illuminates how the movement use and exchange of objects can produce distinctive and unrecognised forms
of value to understand this exchange a nuanced history of the conditions of the exchange is necessary
which also allows a reconsideration of the colonial legacies that continue to affect the social and
political worlds of people in the twenty first century
Heritage Futures 2020-07-28 preservation of natural and cultural heritage is often said to be
something that is done for the future or on behalf of future generations but the precise relationship of
such practices to the future is rarely reflected upon heritage futures draws on research undertaken over
four years by an interdisciplinary international team of 16 researchers and more than 25 partner
organisations to explore the role of heritage and heritage like practices in building future worlds
engaging broad themes such as diversity transformation profusion and uncertainty heritage futures aims
to understand how a range of conservation and preservation practices across a number of countries
assemble and resource different kinds of futures and the possibilities that emerge from such collaborative
research for alternative approaches to heritage in the anthropocene case studies include the
cryopreservation of endangered dna in frozen zoos nuclear waste management seed biobanking landscape
rewilding social history collecting space messaging endangered language documentation built and
natural heritage management domestic keeping and discarding practices and world heritage site management
The Museum as a Space of Social Care 2020-10-18 this book examines the practice of community
engagement in museums through the notion of care it focuses on building an understanding of the logic of
care that underpins this practice with a view to outlining new roles for museums within community health
and social care this book engages with the recent growing focus on community participation in museum
activities notably in the area of health and wellbeing it explores this theme through an analysis of the
practices of community engagement workers at tyne wear archives museums in the uk it examines how this
work is operationalised and valued in the museum and the institutional barriers to this practice it
presents the practices of care that shape community led exhibitions and community engagement projects
involving health and social care partners and their clients drawing on the ethics of care and geographies
of care literatures this text provides readers with novel perspectives for transforming the museum into a
space of social care this book will appeal to museum studies scholars and professionals geographers
organisational studies scholars as well as students interested in the social role of museums
Habit's Pathways 2023-08-11 habit has long preoccupied a wide range of theologians philosophers
sociologists psychologists and neuroscientists in habit s pathways tony bennett explores the political
consequences of the varied ways in which habit s repetitions have been acted on to guide or direct
conduct bennett considers habit s uses and effects across the monastic regimens of medieval europe in
plantation slavery and the factory system through colonial forms of rule and within a range of
medicalized pathologies he brings these episodes in habit s political histories to bear on contemporary
debates ranging from its role in relation to the politics of white supremacy to the digital harvesting of
habits in practices of algorithmic governance throughout bennett tracks how habit s repetitions have
been articulated differently across divisions of class race and gender demonstrating that although habit
serves as an apparatus for achieving success self fulfilment and freedom for the powerful it has
simultaneously served as a means of control over women racialized peoples and subordinate classes
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